## ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE
### Degree Plan
### PHYSICAL THERAPIST ASSISTANT

**Effective 2015-2016**

### COURSE TITLES | COURSE NUMBERS | COMPLETED | ENROLLED | NEED
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Anatomy and Physiology I (4-5) | BIO211 or PTA100 | | | These courses must be completed with a "B" or better prior to admittance into the program.
English Composition I or II (3) | ENG101(H) or ENG102(H) | | | 
First Year Experience (1-3) | COL100, COL101 or COL136 | | | 
Anatomy and Physiology II (4) | BIO212 or PTA105 | | | 
General Psychology (3) | PSY101(H) | | | 
Introduction to Physical Therapy (4) | PTA110 | | | 
Introductory Algebra or Technical Mathematics I or higher (3) | MTH110, or MTH121 (or higher) | | | 
Computer Proficiency (0-3) | CIS125, EDU205 | | | (Met by exam or coursework)
Human Development (3) | PSY205 | | | 
Fundamentals of Communication (3) | COM100(H) | | | 
Kinesiology (2) | PTA112 | | | 
PTA Tests and Measures (2) | PTA114 | | | 
Principles of Therapeutic Exercise (2) | PTA116 | | | 
PTA Principles and Procedures I (3) | PTA120 | | | 
Pathophysiology (3) | BIO245 | | | 
Professional Conduct and Communication (2) | PTA130 | | | 
Neuromotor Development (2) | PTA140 | | | 
Clinical Experience I (2) | PTA150 | | | 
Governments & Constitution (3) | PSC102(H) or HST103(H) | | | 
Pathological Implications in Rehabilitation (2) | PTA245 | | | 
Physical Agents (3) | PTA210 | | | 
PTA Principles and Procedures II (3) | PTA220 | | | 
PTA Principles and Procedures III (3) | PTA240 | | | 
Clinical Experience II (2) | PTA250 | | | 
PTA Principles and Procedures IV (3) | PTA260 | | | 
PTA Seminar (2) | PTA270 | | | 
Clinical Experience III (4) | PTA280 | | | 
Clinical Experience IV (4) | PTA285 | | | 

---
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Total Credit Hours: 75-81